Label-Free Cancer Cell Separation from Human Whole Blood Using Inertial Microfluidics at Low Shear Stress
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ABSTRACT: We report a contraction–expansion array (CEA) microchannel device that performs label-free high-throughput separation of cancer cells from whole blood at low Reynolds number (Re). The CEA microfluidic device utilizes hydrodynamic field effect for cancer cell separation, two kinds of inertial effects: (1) inertial lift force and (2) Dean flow, which results in label-free size-based separation with high throughput. To avoid cell damages potentially caused by high shear stress in conventional inertial separation techniques, the CEA microfluidic device isolates the cells with low operational Re, maintaining high-throughput separation, using nondiluted whole blood samples (hematocrit ~45%). We characterized inertial particle migration and investigated the migration of blood cells and various cancer cells (MCF-7, SK-BR-3, and HCC70) in the CEA microchannel. The separation of cancer cells from whole blood was demonstrated with a cancer cell recovery rate of 99.1%, a blood cell rejection ratio of 88.9%, and a throughput of 1.1 × 10^8 cells/min. In addition, the blood cell rejection ratio was further improved to 97.3% by a two-step filtration process with two devices connected in series.

Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) detach from a primary tumor structure and circulate in the blood, spreading to other parts of the body, which is the major cause of metastasis.1–3 Detection and enumeration of these cells in the early stages of cancer can be used for screening, diagnosis, and prognosis, and isolated cells can also be used to test the efficacy of personalized cancer treatment.5 Although current clinical techniques for isolating CTCs from whole blood are introduced by flow cytometry,6,7 density gradient centrifugation,8,9 and immune-affinity capture using magnetic beads,10,11 these techniques require pretreatment processing of samples, which can cause cell loss and is expensive and labor intensive.

Microfluidics is a well-suited technique for cell separation because of their favorable properties such as low cost, simple procedure, and small amount of space needed and also allows better control of the microenvironment during the cell separation. Immunoaffinity-based capturing approach has been reported for isolation of CTCs with microchips containing microposts and herringbone structures coated with a human epithelial cellular adhesion molecule (EpCAM) antibody.12,13 Although the device shows effective capturing of CTCs, it must be operated slowly to maintain capture efficiency and the retrieval of viable CTCs is difficult due to the strong binding of cells to the micropost surface. Because the number of CTCs in the blood is very small compared to the number of other blood cells, as small as one CTC per billion blood cells, CTC isolation technique requires high throughput to process blood samples on the millilitre scale with high recovery.14,15 CTC capturing methods using immunomagnetic nanoparticles demonstrated successful capturing at high throughput.16 However, such methods require dilution of the blood sample and washing steps, which essentially increase the total volume of the sample that needs to be processed, and possibly cause rare cell loss during the washing steps. Also, to effectively capture rare cells that exist among billions of other blood cells, the amount of magnetic particles required can significantly increase, depending on the amount of blood sample that needs to be treated. Common biological characteristic of CTCs is their diameter (15–30 μm), which is generally larger compared to that of other blood cells (2–15 μm),17 which gives the possibility of size-based separation. Microfiltering approaches with a cutoff pore size of approximately 8 μm have been demonstrated with a high flow rate and high enrichment concentration, but they may cause clogging of the device and cell damages.18–21 To overcome the shortcomings of immunoaffinity-based capturing or filtration method to isolate and recover CTCs, a label-free and continuous high-
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throughput separation technique is needed in the microfluidic separator.

Recent advances in inertial microfluidics using inertial effects such as inertial lift force and Dean flow have allowed the continuous high throughput size-based cell sorting without using external forces.\textsuperscript{25} Several inertial separators for isolating cancer cell lines as models of CTCs have been reported in particular geometries such as straight, spiral, and multi orifice structures, using migration differences according to the cell size and cell deformability. In the straight channel, cells being influenced by shear-induced inertial lift force and wall-induced inertial lift force result in distinct equilibrium positions, depending on their size and deformability. Using this mechanism, various cancer cell lines were isolated from diluted blood cells, resulting in a cancer cell recovery rate of over 85\%.\textsuperscript{23,24} Combination of inertial lift force and Dean flow was used to isolate cancer cells from diluted bloods in a double spiral channel with a recovery rate of ~96\% and a blood cell rejection ratio of ~92\%.\textsuperscript{25} Pinched effect and inertial migration effect on the cells were utilized in a multiorifice array structure for cell focusing, resulting in a cancer cell recovery rate of ~85\%.\textsuperscript{26} Although previous inertial separators for isolating CTC model cells achieved a high recovery rate (85\%–97\%) and a high throughput (10\(^4\)–10\(^5\) cells/min), there is still room for improvement; the blood cell rejection ratio, which determines the isolated CTC purity, is substantially low. Another limitation in the above inertial microfluidic systems is high operational Reynolds number (\(Re\)) and blood sample dilution step before the injection of the sample to the chip. Most of the inertial separators operate at very high \(Re\) (\(Re \sim 30–130\)), which may cause damage to the cells and affect their viability,\textsuperscript{27} and they require additional steps to dilute the whole blood to maintain the separation efficiency.\textsuperscript{23–26}

In our previous study, a contraction–expansion array (CEA) microchannel was introduced as a high-throughput inertial separator, utilizing force balance between inertial lift force and Dean drag force.\textsuperscript{28–30} The CEA microchannel operates its separation process at a moderate \(Re\) (\(Re \sim 8\)), without any diluting steps before injection, making it suitable for practical isolation systems of CTCs. In this study, we investigate the various breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7, SK-BR-3, and HCC70) and blood cell migration by force balance differences, and demonstrate cancer cell isolation as a model of CTCs from human whole blood in a single- and double-staged CEA microchannel.

**Design Principle.** Scheme 1 shows the proposed CEA microchannel for isolating cancer cells from whole blood using inertial effects: (1) inertial lift migration and (2) Dean flow. When the fluid enters into the contraction region, the streamlines from the wider part (expansion region) of the upstream microchannel are accelerated and follow a curved path, producing a similar effect as the Dean flow in a curved microchannel. The particles initially introduced at s1 entrain in the direction of the counter-rotating vortex by Dean flow at each entrance of the contraction region, which results in migration of particles toward s2. The particle migration by Dean drag force (\(F_D = 3\pi \mu U_{Dean}a_p\)) where \(\mu\), \(U_{Dean}\), and \(a_p\) are the density of the fluids, transverse velocity by Dean flow and particle diameter, respectively) being induced by Dean flow is dependent on the particle’s size and operational flow rate in the fabricated CEA microchannel. On the other hand, throughout the contraction channel, the parabolic nature of a velocity profile makes two kinds of inertial lift force: (1) shear-induced inertial lift force that enables particles to migrate away from the channel center and (2) wall-induced inertial lift force that drives the particles away from the channel wall. By balancing the two different inertial lift forces, the particles thus have two equilibrium positions predicted at \(\sim 0.2\) times the hydraulic diameter (\(D_h\)) away from the sidewalls. The particle migration by inertial lift force (\(F_L = \rho U_{ax}\nabla \vec{a} \vec{L}\)) where \(\rho\), \(U_{ax}\), and \(C_L\) are the density of the fluid, \(x\)-axial maximum flow velocity, and the lift coefficient, respectively) is also dependent on the particle size and operational flow rate in the fabricated CEA microchannel. Under the same condition of flow rate in the fixed dimensional CEA design, the differently sized particles influenced by the force balance (\(F_{Dean} \alpha a_p^3\) \(F_L \alpha a_p^4\)) have different lateral positions downstream.\textsuperscript{28–30}

When the cancer cell as a model of CTCs and human whole blood are injected into the particle flow inlet, the cells are influenced by inertial lift force and Dean drag force from opposite directions. Force balance between inertial lift force and dean drag force determines the lateral positions of the injected cells. Large size cells such as cancer cells are dominantly influenced by inertial lift force, migrating toward sidwall 1 (s1), while small size cells such as red blood cells (RBCs) and white blood cells (WBCs) are dominantly influenced by the Dean drag force, entraining in Dean flow toward s2 (s1: sidwall 1, s2: sidwall 2).

![Scheme 1. Schematic of the Proposed CEA Microchannel for Isolating Cancer Cell from Whole Blood](image)

“The injected cancer cells and whole blood along s1 of the channel by a focusing flow experience both inertial lift and Dean drag forces. The direction of particle migration is determined by balancing the magnitudes of the two forces, which depend on the cell size. Large-sized cells (cancer cells) are dominantly influenced by the inertial lift force, migrating toward s1, while small-sized cells (red and white blood cells) are dominantly influenced by the Dean drag force, entraining in Dean flow toward s2.”

---

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Microfabrication.** The CEA microchannel was 350 \(\mu\)m wide, with 50 \(\mu\)m wide and 1200 \(\mu\)m long contraction regions. The contraction regions were formed with six rectangular structures in the microchannel. The interval between contraction regions was 700 \(\mu\)m. The height of the fabricated CEA microchannel was 63 \(\mu\)m. The CEA microchannel was fabricated in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), using soft
lithography techniques. A mixture of PDMS prepolymer and its curing agent (Sylgard 184; Dow Corning, MI) in the ratio of 9:1 was poured on the SU-8 photoresist molds and cured for 3 h in a convection oven at 65 °C. Irreversible bonding was made between a PDMS replica and a glass slide, treating both with an oxygen plasma (200 mTorr, 200 W).

Sample Preparation. To characterize the difference in particle trajectories by their sizes, red fluorescent polystyrene beads of 4, 10, and 15 μm in diameter (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) were used for a particle fluid. All beads were prepared in 0.2% Pluronic solution (Sigma—Aldrich), with a concentration of $8.5 \times 10^5$, $6.3 \times 10^5$, and $5.2 \times 10^5$ particles/mL, respectively. We used Pluronic solution to minimize polystyrene beads adhering to the channel wall and with each other. Deionized water was used as a focusing fluid. To demonstrate the cancer cell separation from whole blood and cell migration, we used human whole blood and the breast cancer cell line (MCF-7, SK-BR-3, and HCC70) as a particle fluid, and the phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; Invitrogen Corporation, CA) as a focusing fluid. Before each experiment, whole blood samples were stored at approximately 4 °C to prevent denaturation and cell lysis. The blood samples were obtained from the Republic of Korea National Red Cross Organization (Daejeon, Korea) in compliance with safety regulations. For visualization, the breast cancer cells were stained using a staining reagent (CellTracker Green CMFDA; Molecular Probes, Inc.). The breast cancer cells were treated with $\sim 10 \mu$M CellTracker for $\sim 40$ min. The cell permeant reagent was transformed into a cell-impermeant fluorescent solution inside the cells by a glutathione S-transferase-mediated reaction. The breast cancer cells were spiked into the human whole blood diluted with PBS to the $\sim 9\%$, 23%, and 45% hematocrit level and were injected into the device at each experiment.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### Inertial Particle Migration

The inertial migration of the particles of 4, 10, and 15 μm red fluorescent particles was experimentally demonstrated in the CEA microchannel, varying the total flow rate from 3.1 to 12.4 mL/h, corresponding to $Re$ of 4.2 to 16.7 (Figure 1). In order to position the microparticles near s1 of the channel, the particles were introduced with a focusing flow and then pushed close to s1. At a $Re$ of 8.3, relatively small-sized particles of 4 and 10 μm are pushed toward s2 due to the dominant Dean flow, while large particles of 15 μm occupy their equilibrium position near s1 due to the dominant inertial lift force (Figure 1a).

Under an $Re$ of 8.3, because the inertial effects are not enough to be fully developed, regardless of particle size, most of particles maintain their initial position and are observed near s1. However, at a $Re$ of 8.3, the particles of 15 μm and 4 and 10 μm are influenced by fully developed inertial effects and migrate toward s1 and s2, respectively. Over a $Re$ of 12.6, relatively small particles of 4 and 10 μm begin to migrate toward s2 due to enhancement of inertial lift force, whose magnitude increases with increasing operational flow rate. To determine the optimum flow rate for isolation of cancer cells from blood cells, we calculated the separation resolution (see the Supporting Information) of 10 and 15 μm particles to model the size of WBCs and cancer cells, respectively. From these calculated mean lateral position of 10 and 15 μm particles, separation resolutions were acquired to be 0.42, 0.84, 0.43, and 0.35, corresponding to the total flow rate of 3.1, 6.2, 9.4, and 12.4 mL/h, respectively (Figure 1b). As acquired separation resolution results, we predict that the cancer cells can be isolated from whole blood at a flow rate of $\sim 6.2$ mL/h (a $Re$ of $\sim 8.3$).

#### Inertial Cell Migration

In order to confirm that the migration mechanism of particles applies to the cell migration, we investigated the cell migration at different $Re$ (Figure 2). Compared with the cell sizes between cancer cells and blood cells, the relatively large cells (cancer cells; MCF-7 cells) occupy their own equilibrium position near s1, due to inertial lift force, while relatively small cells (blood cells) migrate toward s2 due to Dean flow especially at a $Re$ of 8.1 (Figure 2a). Overall, the mean lateral positions of MCF-7 and blood cells are shifted from s2 to s1 with increased $Re$ because the inertial lift force pushing the cells toward s1 is enhanced by an increased flow rate. To determine the optimum flow rate condition for separation of cancer cell from blood cell, we calculated the separation resolution between cancer cell and blood cell and obtained the optimum condition at $Re = 8.1$, corresponding to the total flow rate of 6 mL/h. To investigate the application to other cancer cells, we measured the lateral position of various breast cancer cell lines (HCC70, MCF-7, and SK-BR-3) at different $Re$ (Figure 2b). Overall, the trends of lateral position of each cell line are similar, especially over a $Re$ of 8.1. All of the cancer cell types are more focused near s1, with increasing $Re$ due to the enhancement of the inertial lift force.

#### Cancer Cell Isolation from Human Whole Blood

To demonstrate the isolation of cancer cells from human whole blood, we redesigned the CEA microchannel with bifurcation outlet and prepared MCF-7 cancer cells spiked into human whole blood (hematocrit level of $\sim 45\%$) with a final ratio of 1:1000 MCF-7 cells to blood cells. The 1:1000 ratio results in a much greater number of cancer cells compared to that found in clinical samples. However, the ratio was chosen as a proof of
The best separation efficiency was achieved with a cancer cell recovery rate, a blood cell rejection ratio, and a throughput of 99.1%, 88.8%, and $1.1 \times 10^8$ cells/min, respectively. Theoretically, the throughput should be on the order of $10^7$ cells/min; however, we calculated the actual throughput by counting the number of cells from the outlets for a known period of time. Cells were collected from both the upper and bottom outlets for 3 min, and then the actual throughput was calculated in terms of number of cells per minute. The syringe that contains the sample was held vertically during the sample injection, causing sedimentation of cells within the syringe and resulting in a throughput which is greater than a theoretical value.

In accordance with the theoretical equations above, the separation efficiency of the cancer cell can be optimized by controlling the magnitude and exposure time of $F_D$ and $F_L$. Because the particles (or cells) are influenced by inertial lift force throughout the contraction length, we can modulate the exposure time of the inertial lift force on particles (or cells), by changing the contraction region length in the CEA microchannel. In the CEA design with the contraction region shortened by 1/4, cancer cell separation efficiency shows a relatively low recovery rate and high blood cell rejection ratio (Figure S1 of the Supporting Information). Because the most important criterion is high recovery rate in a field of CTC separation considering extremely low abundance of cell number, we selected and demonstrated cancer cell separation in the proposed CEA design with an increased contraction region length. However, further studies of force balances that depend on the design parameter changes of the CEA microchannel are necessary for determining the optimal design to target cells of interest.
To apply this separation technique to practical application in the CTC isolation, cell damage is a very important criteria for the retrieval of CTC after an isolation process. Even though inertial separators have been successfully demonstrated cancer cell separation and retrieval with high throughput, there is still potential cell damage by high shear stress induced from a high operational flow rate. However, it is notable that we successfully demonstrated high-performance cancer cell isolation at a low $Re$ ($\sim$8.1) compared to previously reported inertial cancer cell isolation at high $Re$ ($\sim$30–130). It is known that cancer cell death proportionally increases with the increasing amount of shear rate and increasing exposure time of the stress,27 thus it is crucial to minimize both shear rate and exposure time to increase cell viability. An inertial-based approach to enrich cancer cells showed that gene expression and cell viability are not significantly affected by inertial separation at a $Re$ of $\sim$21.23

A comparison of the shear rate in the mentioned device with that in the CEA device, the shear rate is in the same order of magnitude and the exposure time of the stress is an order of magnitude shorter than that in the CEA device, which ensures the cell viability in the CEA device (Figure S2 of the Supporting Information). In addition, because the CEA-based cancer cell isolation performs without a whole blood dilution process before injection, high-throughput isolation can be maintained at a level of $1.1 \times 10^8$ cells/min, corresponding to the previous work ($10^8$–$10^9$ cells/min).

**Improved Cell Separation Using Two-Step Filtration Process.** Even though we demonstrated cancer cell separation from whole blood as a model of CTC isolation with high recovery rate and high throughput, there is still a need for enhancing the low blood cell rejection ratio. To improve the blood cell rejection ratio, we redesigned a two-step filtration processing configuration with two CEA parts in the microchannel (Figure S3 of the Supporting Information). Most of injected blood cells were filtered in the first CEA part, and the rest of the blood cells were filtered again in the second CEA part. By this two-step filtration process, we achieved a cancer cell recovery rate of 98.2% and improved the blood cell rejection ratio from 88.9% to 97.4%. The filtered cancer cells in the upper outlet can be collected into a collection tube and applied to a cell culture assay such as a DNA and RNA assay. Although the two-step filtration process shows high separation efficiency, the resistances and pressures within the microchannels, when connected together, become different from those of a single CEA device. Furthermore, upper and lower outlets of a single CEA device both are exposed at atmospheric pressure. However, when the upper outlet of the first CEA device is connected to the upper inlet of the second device, the outlets of the first device are exposed to a different amount of pressure due to the focusing flow 2 of the second device. These are some of the factors to consider during integration of multiple devices and thus optimized operating conditions should be investigated in further studies.

**CONCLUSION**

We demonstrated label-free size-based inertial separation of cancer cells from whole blood at low shear stress. The cancer separation efficiency was successfully demonstrated and achieved with a throughput of $1.1 \times 10^8$ cells/min, a recovery rate of 99.1%, and a blood cell rejection ratio of 88.9%. The device operates at a low $Re$ ($\sim$8), which causes significantly less shear stress on cells compared to previous works mentioned. Further improved separation efficiency was demonstrated by connecting two CEA microchannel devices in series, which resulted in enhancement of blood cell rejection ratio of 97.4%. In comparison to other inertial separation methods, the CEA separation of the cancer cells from whole blood offers high separation efficiency, less damage to the cells by low shear stress, and a convenient dilution-free process. Although the proposed CEA design has achieved a high blood cell rejection ratio, it is still necessary to improve the blood cell rejection ratio over 99% due to an extremely high abundance of the blood cell number. Also, the size-based cell separation method inherently has limitations due to overlap in the size distribution of WBC and CTC. To overcome such limitations, additional immunoaffinity-based separation techniques are considerable, which would give a high throughput filtration by size-based inertial separation method first and then further separation of CTCs by the immunoaffinity-based separation method. The CEA device’s high throughput and effective separation of cancer cells with low damage has potential for improving the diagnosis of cancer and can be contributed to CTC studies and development of point-of-care diagnostics.
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